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1.(a) Define (i) pointrvise convergence , (ii) uniforrn convergence, (iii)
(b) Let ,f,(*) =

,'*(l- -r' )'

(O <

,

.-1, n = 1, 2,3, "..)

equicontinuous.

.

r-I
Prove rhat-lrrn

lf,{r)r'dlg
00

f,@fa.

.

2.(a) StatJ and prove that the Stone-Weierstrass Test (or) M-Test Theorern.

(b) For n =1,2,3,..., define the funct ion f, by -f,(r) = ['+r.j' ,o, , e [O,i.l.

\r

the sequence {l;}converges uniformly on [O.l]to the function

a: all xe [o,r] ''

/where

,f

(r)=

0

.

3.(a)Let Xbeametricspace, Ebeasubset of

X, f,for n:1,2,3,"..and f

vaiued functions defined on E and c be a complex number.

/

Show that

)

If i;,)

uniformly on E, prove that {c f,\ uniformly converges to

c

f

becomplex-

converges to

on E

.

(b) Let X be a metric space and C(X)be the metric spaco of complex-value
continuous bounded functions defined

on X.If

.f,g.C(X),

prove that

f+g,-g,f-g€C(,f)
4.(a)Suppose

-4

is an algebra of functions on a set E , A- separates points on E and

points of E and ct, czate
"4 vanishes at no point of E . Suppose xi, x2are distinct
constants. Prove that

"4

contains a function

/

such that

f

(x,)= c, and

f (xr)= r,
P.T.O.

(b) Prove that the series

i(-r)' ff"r

verges uniformly in every bounded

n=l

",

interval, but does not converge absolutely for any value

S.1a)if

if,) ,ra {8,}ror,r"rge

uniformly on a set E

and

of x.

{f^\

*d

{g,}are sequences of

bounded functions, prove that {-f, + g,\ converges uniformly on E

(b) Let abe

a

monotonically increasing function detlned on a closed interval
fa,bf , f^

for n=1,2,3,... and

/be

l, .lR(a)on lo,bl,

for each n =1,2,3,...

thut

f

.e

6.(a) Let

cornplex-valued functions defined
and

f-

onfa,bl,

-> r/uniforrnly on lo,bl. Prove

\rr-b

R(a)on [a,b] u"a lT da =I\[na"

{r}t"

for some xo

a sequence of real-valued functions, differontiable on an

ela,6l

ttre sequence

converges uniforrnly on

(b)

.

Prove that every

{;

interval

(rr)}converges and let the sequen

'

fo,bl,

\")
"" {f,'\

la,bf.show that f'(x) =lyuf;(x) for all x e!o,b|.

unifonily convergent

sequence of bounded functions is uniformly

bounded.
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